1. We like CEP classes very much.
2. We are all understanding English.
3. CEP teachers are teaching us how to speak in English. We are all trying to speak in English properly.
4. We learnt how to communicate with others and elders.
5. We enjoy CEP activities.
6. CEP teachers are teaching us on how to improve our English very well. They are also telling many good things.
7. We are learning games, songs and dances in CEP classes.
8. CEP teachers make us participate in many activities.
9. We are learning telling stories in English.
10. We are learning English grammar. If we are committing mistakes while talking, our CEP teachers are correcting us.
11. We are happy because we are learning manners.
12. CEP teachers are encouraging us to improve our English by giving gifts, medals and toffies. We are enjoying this.
13. CEP teachers are telling moral stories in English so that we can improve our English and values.
14. Through activities we are learning how to communicate with others in an easy way.
15. CEP classes are helping us to improve our English skills.
16. CEP classes are very useful for us. We want these classes next year also.
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